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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Background
This chapter provided the background of the research. Why the researcher was
interested in analyzing this thesis under the title “Hermeneutic analysis in
Pa’rewatang Baca-Baca of Accera’ Kalompoang Ceremony in Gowa Regency (A
Study Case)”.
In post-modernist philosophy, there was a discourse shift process where the
language study is incessantly learned by the scholar. There was an important
awareness emerging to review the language before reviewing the human thought
process. It was seen from the emergence of post-modernist thinkers such as jurgen
Habermas, Paul Riceour, martin Heidegger, Jacque Derrida, and Hans George
Gadamer, who focuses on the discussion of relationship between language and
society. Mahfut (2015:1).
Gowa was formerly a kingdom founded in Makassar region before 1300. It is
one of the regencies in South Sulawesi which has various interesting cultures, and
reasonable to be analyzed. Nowadays, the societies of Gowa still hold firm the culture
and the heritage from the ancestor (Hamid 2006: 51). It can be said that the society of
Gowa is the representative of the ancestors who still live in this era. The society of
Gowa still maintains their culture when it is almost extinct because of the
2globalization and modernization. One of the traditions is Accera’ Kalompoang
ceremony.
Accera’ Kalompoang or Allangiri Kalompoang is a traditional ceremony to
purify the heirlooms of Gowa kingdom that are kept in Balla Lompoa museum, Gowa
Regency. The core of the ceremony, in Makassar language it is called Allangiri’
Kalompoang, purifying and weight measuring “of Salokoa” (pure golden crown the
kingdom of Gowa) which was made in the 14th century. This crown was worn for the
first time by the King of Gowa that was later symbolized in the next king of Gowa.
The measurement of Salokoa is very important for the leader and the people of Gowa
because it is the guidelines for human being in the future. The ceremony is conducted
in every Idul Adha Celebration. In Java, there is also a ceremony like this and the
society called it as “Ngumba Keris”. In contrast way, the ceremony is usually
conducted individually in the first Muharram or one Suro (Sulkarnaen Andi, 2010:).
Magic spell was an old poet. It means a secret utterance, sound or a syllable
word phoneme or group of words believed by some people to have psychological and
spiritual power. A magic spell may or may not have syntactic structure or literal
meaning, the spiritual value of a magic spell comes when it is audible, visible, or
present in thought. Magic spell is reputed content of magic power and can create an
alteration such spiritual changing. Magic spell in Indonesia is a text or praying for
good or bad purposes. In literature areas, magic spell itself is an old poet that content
3of magic and sometimes magic spell in every village uses their own language.
(Laurence Perrine 1998:553)
Pa’rewatang Baca-Baca is one of several magic spells in Gowa regency which
is used to get blessing from the ancestor. Beside to get blessing, this Pa’rewatang
Baca-Baca is used to ask permission to the ancestor of Gowa society before purifying
the heirlooms in Balla’ Lompoa museum. There are many kinds of Pa’rewatang
Baca-Baca based on its function. Some people read it before going to the rice field or
sea for getting blessing. In Accera’ Kalompoang ceremony, the society read this
Pa’rewatang Baca-Baca for asking permission to the ancestor before purifying the
heirloom in Balla Lompoa museum. This Pa’rewatang Baca-Baca contains of some
stanza and magic words which can invite the spirits and the ancestors to join the ritual
and ceremony. (Informant of Balla Lompoa Museum: 2016). So, the researcher
analyzed a magic spell that is usually read by the society by using hermeneutic
analysis.
4Hermeneutic is from Greek language “Hermencuein” which has meaning “To Interpret”.
The noun is “Hermenia” which has meaning “Interpretation”. In old Yunani “Hermeneuin” is
used for three meanings, they are: to say, to explain and to translate From these three meanings it
can be expressed as “To Interpret”. Thus this “interpretation” word is related to three things, an
oral recitation, reasonable explanation, and a translation from another language. Hermeneutic
was only a study about an interpretation of a bible (theology). But day by day it develops until
now to other branches of science like linguistic, philology, phenomenology, literature, culture,
humanities and so on to interpret a text or symbol generally, (Sawidi 2008:01)
The theory that has been applied in this research is Gadamer hermeneutic theory. The reason
is, the theory analyzes the interpretation of the text when the text is separated with the author and
this theory explains how to get the truth understanding of the text (Mohtar, 2007:34). The
process of finding meaning or the process of discovering the authors’ intention will implicate to
different implications by different interpreters. In hermeneutic context, the dialogical process
between a writer and the text becomes important to note that the achieved significance is suitable
to the writers’ intention.
The researcher was interested in analyzing this Pa’rewatang Baca-Baca through hermeneutic
analysis because the researcher is really curious about the interpretation of this magic spell
because according to the informant it contents of some magic words that can invite the spirits to
join the ceremony. Also, the ceremony is really unique and interesting. According to the
informant this is the only day that all of the society may come to the kingdom and see the
ceremony of Accera’ Kalompoang directly but they have to using traditional clothe of Gowa.
A. Problem statement
5In this research, the researcher tried to describe hermeneutic analysis that will be found in
Pa’rewatang Baca-Baca. So the research question is formulated, how is the truth meaning of
Pa’rewatang Baca-Baca trough the hermeneutic analysis?
B. Objective of the Research
Based on the problem statement above, the objective of the research is to find out the truth
meaning of Pa’rewatang Baca-Baca through hermeneutic analysis.
C. Significance of the Research
The significances of the research are:
1. To be useful for reference, especially for those people who want to make a research with
the similar object, the Pa’rewatang Baca-Baca of Accera’ Kalompoang.
2. Can be a reference to conduct the further research for the next researcher who wants to
conduct the similar research.
3. To help the literature students to know how to understand a literary work through
hermeneutic theory.
D. Scope of the research
In this study the researcher only analyzed the truth interpretation of pa’rewatang Baca-
Baca by looking for the interpretation, meaning and understanding of this Pa’rewatang Baca-
Baca that has been traditionally applied to the society of Gowa by using Gadamer’s theory which
has four steps they are; theory of historical affected consciousness, pre-understanding, fusion of
horizon or hermeneutic circle, and the last is theory of application (Gadamer 2004:335)
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
This chapter provided the review of related literature. There are two parts; they are
previous finding which contains of some theses that analyzed hermeneutic as well with different
theories and pertinent ideas which contains of the important ideas that would be used to answer
the research question in the previous chapter.
A. Some Relevant Previous Findings
There are several previous findings in this research. These findings are going to be a
model or a comparison with the result of this research. All the previous findings come from the
several studies that have similar case with this study, that is hermeneutic analysis in a literary
work and some of the previous studies used the same hermeneutic theory of Hans George
Gadamer.
Previous finding are from the thesis: Khanafi (2015) under the title Hermeneutic analysis
in Amiri Baraka’s Essay The Revolutionary Theatre. Khanafi used descriptive qualitative method
to explain his research. Based on his analysis, he found some reasons of Baraka’s writing in the
revolutionary theatre as weapon to fight against racism and discrimination in America. There are
two factors; they are internal and external factor. The internal factor includes Baraka’s
psychological condition and the society around him while the external factor includes the social
and political condition in America. Khanafi analyzed his data by using Hans George Gadamer
Theory to get the truth meaning. Gadamer says there are four steps to interpret and get a correct
understanding from a text. First is the theory of historical affected consciousness, second is pre-
understanding, fusion of Horizon or hermeneutical circle, and the last is theory of application.
This kind of interpretation process is the closest way to get the correct understanding of a text
objectively.
Rofi’ah (2012) with her thesis Bid’ah versi Hasyim Asy’ari dalam kitab risalah Ahlus-
sunnah wal jama’ah (Sebuah aplikasi teori hermeneutic Hans George Gadamer). Rofi’ah
explained about the process of understanding text. According to this research, there are four
theories. First, consciousness historical affected theory. The second is pre-understood theory.
Third is hermeneutic circle theory. The last is the theory of hermeneutic application. Rofi’ah
stated that there are two ways to understand the Bid’ah in the Risalah Ahlus-sunnah wal jama’ah.
That is macro aspect and micro aspect.
Abdullah (2009) analyzed about hermeneutic in speech of Bung Karno 17 august (1945-
1950). Abdullah analyze the text of Bung Karno’s speech based on the psychological aspect of
the text itself by seeing and interpreting his thesis with hermeneutic analysis. Why the people can
be influenced by his speaking and have nationalism to all youth of Indonesian and struggle for
the freedom of this Nation. Abdullah found that the people in that time were not influenced by
the text, but they see who Bung Karno is. They see from his daily life, his wisdom, education,
rhetoric, and his family.
Unlike those previous studies above, the differentiations are: Khanafi analyzed an essay
of Amiri Baraka and found that this essay as a weapon to fight racism in America. While
Abdullah analyzed Bung Karno’s speech in 17 August (1945-1950) which found that the people
in that time were not influence by the text but they saw how Bung Karno in his daily life,
wisdom, education, rhetoric, and his family. In this research, the researcher analyzed a literary
work, in this case is Pa’rewatang Baca-Baca that is found in Gowa regency. The similarity
between these researches is looking for the truth meaning by using hermeneutic theory of Hans
George Gadamer.
B. Pertinent Ideas
1. Definition of Hermeneutic
Hermeneutic is the study of interpretation theory and can be either the art of
interpretation, or the theory and the practice of interpretation. Traditional hermeneutic which
include biblical hermeneutic refers to a study of interpretation of written text, especially texts in
the areas of literature, religion, and law. (Grondin jean,1994:203)
The researcher must understand that interpretation and purposing not aim to talk about
the literature surface, but it can explain the deep meaning that contains in literary work. The
interpreter must electing include of language, literature, and culture.
The successful of interpretation depends on the accuratance and carefulness when
someone did interpretation. In another views, there is of course need the equal understanding
method, which can help the interpreter.
The working of hermeneutic is to interpret the meaning and message of a text as
objective as possible. The interpretation is not only about what has been written in the text or
visual but also the context must be considered. In context, there are many aspects that can
support to understanding a text. Either from biography of the author or the other aspects (Saidi,
2008:377)
2. The History of Hermeneutic Theory
In the Greek tradition, Hermeneutic is associated by Hermes, a messenger of the God in
ancient Greek mythology who serves to convey and translate the message of God into the human
language. According to this myth, Hermes had to interpret the will of God with the help of
human’s words (Knahafi, 2015:95).
Hermeneutic is a science of interpretation (Tafsir) first appeard in 17th century with two
senses. They are hermeneutic as a set of methodological principle of interpretation and
hermeneutic as a philosophical discovering of nature and inevitable condition of understanding
activities. Carl Braathen is a philosopher who accommodates those two terms into one and states
that hermeneutic is science which reflect how a word or an event in the past condition can be
understood and really has a significance meaning in the present as well contains methodological
rules to be applied in interpretation and methodological assumption of understanding activities.
(Mahfut: 2015:145).
3. Kinds of Hermeneutic
In Rumoaldo (2007:15) there are six kinds of hermeneutic. First is romantic hermeneutic
by Friedrich Ernst Daniel Schleiermacher (1768-1834). He is a philosopher, theologian, and also
philologist. In that time he was reputed as the father of modern hermeneutic. About this
perspective, there are five things that we need in understanding a discourse. They are interpreter,
text, the purpose of the author, histories context, and cultural context. An interpreter who wants
to understand the meaning of a text not only analyzing it but also put it in histories cultural
context and Gadamer called it as histories romanticism.
The interpreting process is from the interpreter until the text and from the text to
interpreter through the cultural histories to get the main point of the author. Schleimacher says,
the result of interpretation would be better if the interpreter knows the background of the author,
the era of the text, the condition of the text, and the characteristic of arranging the text.
The second kinds of hermeneutic is methodic hermeneutic with the expert of Wilhelm
Dilthey (1833-1911). According to him, the human is not only linguistic human as schleiemacher
says previously, but also the existential human. That’s why the process of interpreting is starting
from experiences and then expresses it (Mochtar 2007:28)
According to Dilthey, hermeneutic is a technique to understand the expression of life
experiences in the past. To understand those experiences, the interpreter must have the similar
sense.
The third kind of hermeneutic is phenomenology. The expert of this kind of hermeneutic
is Edmund Husserl (1889-1938). He says that phenomenology is understands the text without
guessing and let the text talks by itself. It means that the text will reflect itself and the interpreter
can’t interpret the text subjectively. (Laverty 2003:3)
The fourth kind of hermeneutic is dialectic by Martin Heidegger (1889-1976). He is one
of Husserl’s students. According to this theory, to understand the text it is not enough when
looking for the meaning only that are put by the author but also it needs to be related between
our existences with the purpose of the text. It means that the meaning is not only one but there
are so much meaning in that text and existential dynamic.
The fifth kind of hermeneutic is dialogic hermeneutic with the expert, a philosophies
Hans-George Gadamer (1900-2002). Gadamer says that we can get the right interpretation when
asking some questions. So the process of understanding is fusion process at least between two
horizons. The author and historical context of the text are considered in the process and the
prejudice of interpreter like tradition, language and culture.
The sixth of hermeneutic is critic hermeneutic. Which the understanding is determined by
the social interest that involves power interest of the interpreter. Methodologically, this theory
has been claimed that every interpretation it is certain there are rays and politic elements,
economy, social, ethnic, and gender. The expert of this theory is Jurgen Habermas (1929) a
philosophies from Germany who also study about politics. Like Gadamer, he also set the
language as fundamental unsure of hermeneutic, because the analysis of a fact is conducted
through the correlation among the symbols as the symbol of fact.
In this research, the researcher used dialogic hermeneutic by Gadamer because the theory
of him is really complete to get the truth meaning or interpretation. Unlike other theories,
dialogic hermeneutic is looking for the truth meaning by several ways, to make the result become
more accurate.
4. Hermeneutic Theory of Hans George Gadamer
According to Gadamer, to read and understand a text is same as making a correlation
among text, the author, and the readers. These three things (author, text, and reader) must be
considered by an interpreter in interpreting a text.
In his book Ada Dan Waktu he explains his thought that ‘understands’ is fundamental
attitude which signify the existence of the human. To get the truth understanding an interpreter
has to understand humanities and social science. Besides, the interpreter must have pre-
understanding about the text. If no, it is impossible to get the truth meaning of the text. By
having this pre-understanding, the interpreter can expect the meaning of the text. This, what
Gadamer called as “Hermeneutic circle”. This Gadamer’s theory can be used to strengthen the
methods of understanding and interpretation of a particular object, including the written text
(Gadamer, 1990:399). From this Gadamer’s book Ada Dan Waktu there are four theories and
every theory has correlation each other.
a. Theory of Pre-Understanding
The effect of certain hermeneutic situation in interpreter’s self that what Gadamer called
as Vorverständnis or pre-understanding to the interpreted text. Pre-understanding which the
initial of the interpreter is is uncertain there should be when they read the text. According to this
theory, the necessity of the pre-understanding is purpose to make an interpreter is able to interact
with the content of the text. Without this pre-understanding, the interpreter will not be success to
understand the text properly (Gadamer, 1990:390). Nevertheless, according to Gadamer, pre-
understanding must be corrected by the interpreter itself when he consciously knows that his pre-
understanding doesn’t match with the meant of the text that being interpreted. It is intended to
avoid misunderstanding of the text. The result of this correction toward this pre-understanding is
called Vollkommenhit Vorverständnisses (perfect pre-understanding), (Gadamer, 1990:30)
Gadamer says in the process of understanding pre understanding always plays a role; pre
understanding is characterized by an influential tradition, where an interpreter is, and also
colored by prejudices are formed in the tradition. In this step, an interpreter must have
knowledge before about a text. It is really impossible for an interpreter in interpreting a text
without any understanding before. So the whole things around the text are really needed such as
another text, and so on.
b. The Theory of Historically Affected Consciousness
We have to now ask how knowledge and effect belongs together. The historically
effected consciousness is something other than inquiry into the history of particular work’s
effect. As it were, the trace a work leaves behind. It is, rather a consciousness of the work itself
and hence itself has an effect. (Gadamer, 2004:335)
According to this theory when an interpreter begins to interpret a text, the interpreter
should be aware that he is at a certain position where he can be very coloring her understanding
toward text which is being interpreted. Basically, in understanding a text the interpreter has to
consider particular circumstances surrounding the text whether they are tradition, culture,
religion, and life experiences.   Therefore, further Gadamer says “One must learn to understand
and recognize in every understanding, whether he realize it or not, the influence of
Wirkungsgeschichte (affective history: history affects someone) is taking on the role (Grondin,
1995:123).
Solving this history effect is difficult as what Gadamer states; basically the message of
this theory is that an interpreter must be able to overcome the subjectivity when interpreting a
text. (Gadamer, 1990:306)
c. The Theory of Fusion of Horizon (Horizontverschmelzung) and The Theory of
Hermeneutic Circle
Gadamer (1990:367), says “I have to let the past text gives information about something.
This doesn’t simply mean recognition of the “otherness” of the past but also the past text has
something to say to me. In hermeneutic circle, there were two horizons (Gadamer 1990:310);
they were the horizon of knowledge or text and horizon of understanding or author. In
understanding a text, beside should look for the historical side of the text, the interpreter has to
understand the text and the author of the text then look for correlation between those two
horizons.
The readers have to admit the existence of another horizon; the horizon of the text may be
different or even contrast to readers’ horizon. According to Gadamer, readers’s horizon only
serves as a person point in understanding a text. On the contrary, this starting point it should be
helped to understand the real meaning of a text. The purpose is to get the objectivity not the
subjectivity (Knanafi, 2015:106).
d. Theory of Application
This is the last theory of Hans George Gadamer in getting the truth meaning of a text.
(Gadamer, 2004:394), the task of interpretation always poses when the meaning content of the
printed work is disputable and it is the matter of attaining the correct understanding of the
information. However, this information is not what the speaker or writer originally said, but what
he wanted to say, indeed even more. It is something of a command or the interpretation that the
text must be followed, according to its meaningful sense. Accordingly, we must say the text is
not a given object, but a phase in the execution of the communicative events.
Based on the quotation above, Gadamer argues that the message should be applied at the
time of interpretation is not the literary meaning of the text, but meaningful sense or a message
that is meaningful than just a literal sense.
Application is one of the most central concepts in Gadamers’ hermeneutical philosophy.
For him, in contrast to many others, in the hermeneutical tradition, to understand a text is not just
to know what it means, rather it is to grasp how it would apply today and in one’s own personal
life and understanding. Gadamer draws upon the tradition of western law, where one not only
has a set of rules and prescription, or a constitution, and set of laws, but also needs to see how
these rules would apply to the current situation. In religious text, also one needs to see what their
relevance and application would be to one’s own life and situation. To truly understand a text is
to see its application, its context, and direction of meaning (Palmer, 2006: 85)
CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
A. Research Method
The researcher used descriptive qualitative method. According to  Bogdan and Taylor
(2007:3), qualitative method is the procedure of the research that it result like the words from the
people that observed, and data of result of research like descriptive data. It has been conducted
by documentation of the traditional ceremony, interviewing and record-speak then analyze them
as the accurate data. The researcher used this method to describe the result and explain about the
hermeneutic analysis of Pa’rewatang Baca-Baca.
B. Data source
The main source was taken from the text of Pa’rewatang Baca-Baca in Balla Lompoa
museum as the kingdom of Gowa in Gowa regency. Other source was taken from informant of
the kingdom who knows well about the ceremony and the magic spell.
C. Instrument of Collecting Data
The instruments on this research were observation and interview. Observation method
was conducted by observing the ceremony of Accera’ Kalompoang as the application and of the
magic spell. Then, it is followed by non participatory observation technique. Non participatory
observation technique means that the researcher doesn’t involve into the ceremony. (Sudaryanto,
1993:134). The researcher just paid attention to the ceremony and doesn’t influence the accuracy
of the data.
Then interview was used to collect the data. So the researcher has interviewed the
informant from Balla Lompoa museum who knows well about the magic spell. Moreover, the
researcher took documentation to give more validity data. This research was conducted from 18
April 2016 until 18 May 2016.
D. Procedure of Data Collection
In collecting the data, the researcher applied several procedures as follows:
1. The research did the observation of Accera’ Kalompoang Ceremony.
2. The researcher interviewed the informant from Balla Lompoa
3. The researcher read Pa’rewatang Baca-Baca careully,
4. The researcher made pre understanding of Pa’rewatang Baca-Baca
5. The researcher analyzed the historical side of Pa’rewatang Baca-Baca,
6. The researcher analyzed the hermeneutic circle of Pa’rewatang Baca-Baca,
7. The researcher analyzed the application of Pa’rewatang Baca-Baca.
E. Technique of Data Analysis
To analyze the data, the researcher used hermeneutic approach. It was applied to analyze
the meaning of “Pa’rewatang Baca-Baca” by focusing on history, the author, the text, purpose,
message and application of the text which contain in the “Baca-Baca”. In analyzing this
Pa’rewatang Baca-Baca, the researcher used the theory of Hans George Gadamer, that is dialogic
which says that the truth understanding is not about methodology but ontology, so the interpreter
can get the truth understanding with dialectic by asking some questions.  With this theory,
Gadamer has four steps to get the truth meaning of a text. They are historical affected
consciousness, pre-understanding, fusion of horizon, and application.

CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS
This chapter provides the findings and discussions. Furthermore, the researcher would
like to present more explanation about the analysis of hermeneutic in analyzing the truth
meaning of Pa’rewatang Baca-Baca. Gadamer does not explain specifically how to trace
interpreter’s hermeneutic experience which influences his interpretation. Instead, Gadamer
explains the requirement of an interpreter before doing interpretation with the theory of
historically affected consciousness, theory of pre-understanding, theory of Fusion o Horizon or
hermeneutic circle, and the last is theory of application.
A. Findings
In this part, the researcher presented the result of the research about the truth meaning of
Pa’rewatang Baca-Baca in Accera’ Kalompoang ceremony as one of cultural ceremonies in
Gowa, South Sulawesi. The truth meaning presented below was analyzed by using Hermeneutic
theory of Hans George Gadamer which was gotten from an informant who knows well about this
Baca-Baca. After getting the answer from the informant by asking some questions, the researcher
classified it into the four theories of Hans George Gadamer.
Extrcact 1: Oh….. Oh….. Oh…. Mpa Batara Tunggala’
(Oh…. Truly the one almighty God)
Batara Kaminang Sukku’
(The almighty perfect)
Ero’ kuasa
(Willed and powerful)
Pabbati’ na nia’ Manurung
(The creator of the Lofty Lord)
Extract 2: Oh… Denra ri botting langi’
(Oh…. Lords who reside on the heaven)
Oh…. Ri to’dang uri’ liu’
(Who resides in the water)
Palili’ alang
(Rove the world)
Majannang ri kajannanganna
(Stay on His throne)
Extract 3: Kurru sumanga’ Tiniyo
(Oh the owner of spirit vigor)
Tallemi denra allino
(Oh Lord come down to earth)
Lete taluttu’ tarawe
(Walks on the rainbow overlays)
Malige lamming
(Kneeling on the throne)
Ki rio-rio I welloi
(Joyful and seduce)
Extract 4: Pitoto royong Karaeng
(Said the humming ruler)
Kabattuang mula jaji
(About the beginning of created)
Jemma’ na somba
(The king being lordship)
Anrong palakka kalepu’
(The stakeholders of the whole country)
Extract 5: Nya’ring tokkong Kalompoang
(Stand up with the treasury honour)
Lolling loe gaukang
(A set symbol of power)
Ngolo pidalle
(Presented the dish)
Mangnganro rella lekka
(Please allow the ceremony)
Extract 6: Langiri’ cuci cinonnong
(Cleaned with the holy water)
Tittili’ bau Rewata
(Spreading the fragrance of the Lord)
Kapatianna
(The value of His highness)
Tuli jannang bisana
(His sacred everlasting)
Extract 7: Songka ri salibanraya
(Push the hindrance wall)
Tamabassung ta ni calla
(From curse and disgrace)
Moli’ barakka’
(The true blessing)
Siammang ri tuma’buttayya
(Or the whole country dwellers)
Extract 8: Tinulu anynyomba kusiang
(Always worshiping and serve)
Tappu’ ri panganrommang
(Praying day and night)
Satunggu minasa
(Always hoping)
Salewangang masunggua
(Peaceful, health and prosperous)
Extract 9: oh… denra makkale  tutu
(Oh the wise Lord)
Lalang singara’ kabuyu
(Light in the lightness)
Nikabassungang
(The sacred one)
Oh…….Mpa betari-betari
(Oh…. The holy One, thank you.. Thank you)
1. Pre-Understanding
In this part the researcher explained her interpreting and prejudice about the text. Based
on the theory that was offered by Gadamer, this is the second theory to get the truth meaning of a
text. Based on its theory “in the proccess of understanding, pre-understanding always plays a
role. Pre-understanding is characterized by an influential tradition and also colored by
prejudice.” In this step, an interpreter must have knowledge before about the text. It is really
impossible or an interpreter in interpreting a text without any understanding before. So, the
whole things around the text are really needed such as the cultural side of the text and so on.
This magic spell is one of the oldest literary works in Gowa. It is shown by the words in
the text that used very old language that are not used in nowadays anymore. Besides, based on
the researcher’s prejudice, this Pa’rewatang Baca-Baca contains of commends, praying,
invitation of Lord, and then the thankful feeling of the author.
When attending the ceremony of Accera’ kalompoang, the researcher saw the people
attending the ceremony were wearing “Baju bodo”. It means that the people really appreciate this
annual ceremony which was asked for permission by reading Pa’rewatang Baca-Baca.
2. Historical affected consciousness
First, according to the informant, the societies in that time were really religious people.
Yet, religious means here that they didn’t only believe in God but also in Lord that they believe
will bless them. It is seen in the text in several lines of the early stanza that commend the God as
the only one, perfect, and creator of the world and Lord. Yet, in the following stanzas the text
contains a pray for the Lord as follows:
 Atta Batara Tunggala (Truly the almighty God)
 Batara Kaminang Sukku’ (The almighty perfect)
 Ero’ kuasa (Willed and powerful)
 Pabbati’ na nia’ Manurung (The creator of the Lord)
Several lines above are containing the words only for God as the evidence that
they believed in Him and put Him as the priority.
In the other side, the followings lines are containing the words for the Lord.
 Oh Denra ri Botting Langi’ (Oh Lord who reside on the heaven)
 Oh Ri to’dang uri’ liu’ (who reside in the water)
 Kurru sumanga’ tiniyo (Oh the owner of spirit vigor)
 Oh Denra Makale tutu (Oh the wise Lord)
 Lalang singara’ kabuyu (Light in the lightness)
 Nikabassungang (The sacred one)
The texts above are several parts of Pa’rewatang Baca-Baca which contain the words for
the Lord. The texts above are the evidence that the people in that time didn’t only believe in God
but also the believed in Lord.
Second, according to the informant, the society in that time believed that the Lords were
not only on earth but also some of them were staying in other two worlds; in the sea and also in
the sky. It is proven in the text as follows:
 Oh Denra ri Botting langi’ (Oh Lords who reside on the heaven)
 Oh ri to’dang uri’ liu’ (Who reside in the water)
 Palili’ alang (Rove the world)
 Majannang ri kajannanganna (Stay on the throne)
The parts of the text above are the evidence that they believed the Lord were not only on
the earth but also they stay on the sky and also in the water. The words “Denra ri Botting
Langi” points the Lords that are in the sky. “Ri to’dang uri’ liu’” refers to the Lord in the water.
“Palili’ alang” are the Lords in the land or earth.
Third, according to informant, the people in that time conducted the ceremony with two
purposes. The first is to ask permission for conducting ceremony in the following day and also to
ask blessing for driving the administration of Gowa in a year. It is told in the following lines:
 Manganro rella lekka (Please allow the ceremony)
 Songka ri salibanraya (Push the hindrance wall)
 Tamabassung ta ni calla (From curse and disgrace)
 Moli’ barakka’ (The true blessing)
 Siammang ri tuma’buttayya (For the whole country dwellers)
The line “Manganro rella lekka’” means that the people were asking the Lord in order
He can allow the ceremony. Then, the words “Songka Ri Salibanraya, tamabassung ta
ni calla and Moli’ Barakka’” are the lines that contain of hoping and wishes in order the
Lord push away the badness, hindrance wall, curse, and also disgrace but they hope
blessings. These wishes are for the all citizens in the country also for the administration
of Gowa. It is seen in the line “Siammang ri tuma’buttayya”. These wishes are not only
for one people or the family of Gowa kingdom but for all people in the city.
By looking for the historical side of the text and suit it to the main source of data, means
that the researcher has fulfilled the second requirement in getting the truth meaning by using
hermeneutic analysis. As Gadamer says in the theory of historical affected consciousness “in
understanding a text, the interpreter should understand the history of the text. In nderstanding a
text, the interpreter has to consider particular circumstances surrounding hermeneutic, whether
they are tradition, culture, and life experience.” (Grondin, 1995:123)
3. Fusion of Horizon or Hermeneutic Circle
After completing the findings in pre-understanding and historical side, in this part the
researcher provided the findings in the third theory that offered by Gadamer, that is Fusion of
Horizon or Hermeneutic circle. In his theory, Gadamer argues that “in interpreting a text, besides
looking for the historical and making prejudice of the text, the interpreter has to consider the
hermeneutic circle of the text, in this case are the author and the text itself.
a. Author
According to the informant, the author of Pa’rewatang Baca-Baca was anonymous.  Yet,
the author can be described by analyzing this text. Thus, it was believed that the author of
Pa’rewatang Baca-Baca was from Gowa who was believed as the holy man. The people called
him as the holy man because he can create some stanzas of magic spell which containing magic
words that can invite the Lords to come and join the ceremony. In the line of:
“Tallemi denra allino”
The words above are about “Oh Lord please comes down to the earth”.  It was seen that
the author drives at inviting the Lord. If we see the words “Tallemi denra allino” it was just
simple words. Yet, with these words the Lord can really come to that provided place. It means
that this author had a special power to contact the Lord.
Next, the analyzing of the text itself, the researcher interpreted the text or each stanza.
Extrcact 1: Oh….. Oh….. Oh…. Mpa Batara Tunggala’
(Oh…. Truly the one almighty God)
Batara Kaminang Sukku’
(The almighty perfect)
Ero’ kuasa
(Willed and powerful)
Pabbati’ na nia’ Manurung
(The creator of the Lofty Lord)
The truth meaning: in this first stanza, the author acknowledges the greatness of God; it
is signed by the words “Batara Tunggala” which in Makassar language means “the God,
the only one”. Then the words “Batara Kaminang sukku’” which means the One who
has no any lack that may do everything He wants. He is the best creator.  So the whole
meaning is they acknowledge the greatness of the God and admit that the God is the one
who has no any lack.
Extract 2: Oh… Denra ri botting langi’
(Oh…. Lords who reside on the heaven)
Oh…. Ri to’dang uri’ liu’
(Who resides in the water)
Palili’ alang
(Rove the world)
Majannang ri kajannanganna
(Stay on His throne)
The truth meaning: This second stanza contains the veneration to the all Lords whether
those who are in the sky or in the water. In that time, the society believed that the Lords
are not only in the earth but they occupy two places too; sky and water or sea. It is proven
by the words “Denra ri botting langi’ and oh ri to’dang uri’ liu’”. “palili’ Alang”
which means who hold the entire of the world.
Extract 3: Kurru sumanga’ Tiniyo
(Oh the owner of spirit vigor)
Tallemi denra allino
(Oh Lord come down to earth)
Lete taluttu’ tarawe
(Walks on the rainbow overlays)
Malige lamming
(Kneeling on the throne)
Ki rio-rio I welloi
(Joyful and seduce)
Truth meaning: in this third stanza, the words “Tallemi denra allino” mean that the
“sandro” who reads this Baca-Baca is contacting the lofty Lords to come down to the
earth. The people have provided the god place for Him. It is signed by the words “Lete
taluttu’ tarawe, and Malige lamming” which “means walk through the rainbow and sit
to the throne”. So the whole meaning of this third stanza is the sandro contacting the
lords for coming.
Extract 4: Pitoto royong Karaeng
(Said the humming ruler)
Kabattuang mula jaji
(About the beginning of created)
Jemma’ na somba
(The king being lordship)
Anrong palakka kalepu’
(The stakeholders of the whole country)
Truth meaning: The whole meaning of the fourth stanza is about the uproar and happy
feeling of the king that being lordship who protects the whole country. It is proven by
“Pitoto royong Karaeng” which in Makassar language expresses the happy feeling of the
King. Then “Jemma’ na somba and Anrong palakka kalepu” means the king that being
Lordship as the stakeholders of the country”
Extract 5: Nya’ring tokkong Kalompoang
(Stand up with the treasury honour)
Lolling loe gaukang
(A set symbol of power)
Ngolo pidalle
(Presented the dish)
Mangnganro rella lekka
(Please allow the ceremony)
Truth meaning: the meaning of this fifth stanza is before inviting the Lord to the earth,
the people provided the offerings as their respectable to Him. It is seen in the words
“Ngolo Pidalle” which means “here we provided the offerings” then they said “Rella
lekka’” which means “please allow us to conduct the ceremony”. By seeing this
interpretation, so the whole meaning is in conducting ceremony the people have to
provide the offerings to show their respectable to the Lord.
Extract 6: Langiri’ cuci cinonnong
(Cleaned with the holy water)
Tittili’ bau Rewata
(Spreading the fragrance of the Lord)
Kapatianna
(The value of His highness)
Tuli jannang bisana
(His sacred everlasting)
Truth meaning: After asking permission in the previous stanza, the meaning of this sixth
stanza is about the heirloom will be washed in the following days by the holy water that
was taken in Sultan Hasanuddin cemetery. It was proven by the words “Langiri’ cuci
cinonnong” which means that “cleaning with the holy water”. Furthermore, it is said the
Lord is high and His sacred will never end by express it through “Kapatianna and Tuli
jannang bisana”. So the whole meaning is telling the Lord that the heirloom will be
washed in the following days which they rely on His glory.
Extract 7: Songka ri salibanraya
(Push the hindrance wall)
Tamabassung ta ni calla
(From curse and disgrace)
Moli’ barakka’
(The true blessing)
Siammang ri tuma’buttayya
(Or the whole country dwellers)
Truth meaning: The stanza contains a pray, in order the Lord estranges the badness,
curse, and also defect from the all citizens in the country. “Songka ri salibanraya”
means the author or Sandro asks the Lord to push all the badness, curse, and also
defection.
Extract 8: Tinulu anynyomba kusiang
(Always worshiping and serve)
Tappu’ ri panganrommang
(Praying day and night)
Satunggu minasa
(Always hoping)
Salewangang masunggua
(Peaceful, health and prosperous)
Truth meaning: the words “Songka ri salibanraya” indicate the honor of the Lord and
they will be faithful to serve. “Ta tappu’ ri panganrommang” means that the pray for
the Lord will be continuously and will never end all days and night. The pray which
contains safety, healthy, and prosperous life. It is expressed in the words “Satunggu
minasa and Salewangang masunggua”. Thus, the whole meaning of this eighth stanza is
the hoping and wishing for the better life.
Extract 9: oh… denra makkale  tutu
(Oh the wise Lord)
Lalang singara’ kabuyu
(Light in the lightness)
Nikabassungang
(The sacred one)
Oh…….Mpa betari-betari
(Oh…. The holy One, thank you.. Thank you)
The truth meaning: This is the last stanza of Pa’rewatang Baca-Baca. This last stanza
expresses the thankful meaning. Before expressing the thankfulness the author appeared
commend the Lord. It is seen in the words “Oh, Denra makkale tutu” which mention the
Lord is wise. “Lalang singara’ kabuyu” means the Lord is like the shining light that is
really honored. Next, the thankful expression is mentioned in “Oh… Mpa Betari-
Betari”. The word “Oh… Mpa” is the special name for the One who is being lordship.
So this last stanza contains the thankful feeling of the author that represents the society or
the blessings that has given by the Lord.
“Oh…. Mpa Batara Tunggala’”
“Batara Kaminang Sukku’”
According to the informant, the words above are the old and words because in nowadays,
no people use it anymore. In recent Makassarese language, the people don’t use “Batara
Tunggala” when commending the God. In nowadays, they say “Karaeng Mala’biri’
Allah Ta’ala”. Other old words:
“Ri Botting Langi’” changed into “Ammantanga ri langi’”
“Ri To’dang uri’ liu’” changed into “Ammantanga ri je’ne’”
“Majannang ri kajannanganna” changed into “Ammantang ri   kalompoanna
“Tallemi Denra Allino” changed into “Naongki mae ri linoa”
“Lete taluttu’ tarawe” changed into “Ammalo ri tarue”
“Jemma’ na somba” changed into “Karaeng ni sombaya”
The words above are the languages that used in Pa’rewatang Baca-Baca in the old
Makassarese language which in nowadays they have been changed into the new version
of language.
Besides the old language, this Pa’rewatang Baca-Baca also uses the holy
language. The holy here means the holy words are only for the holy one. The words
below are the holy words:
“Oh….. Mpa, Batara tunggala”
“Batara kaminang sukku’”
“Oh Denra”
“Kurru sumanga’ tiniyo”
“Oh Denra makkale tutu”
“Oh… Mpa betari-betari”
The words above refer only to the Almighty God and Lord and those words cannot be
used to describe the human. That’s what the people called it as the holy language.
By analyzing this text for the author and the text, then the researcher found there are
correlations between both Horizons. The correlation is the text of Pa’rewatang Baca-Baca
containing the magic and holy words because the author is believed as the holy man as well who
lived in long time ago and used the old Makassar language.
By looking for the information about the hermeneutic circle; the author and the text itself,
the researcher has completed the third requirement or theory of Gadamer in understanding a text
and they were matching each other with the theory.
4. Application.
After getting the interpretation of three previous theories, in this part the researcher
presented the result of the application theory of Gadamer. In this application the researcher found
two applications; the application of the ceremony and the application of the message of the text.
a. Ceremonial application
According to the informant, when reading the Baca-Baca, the tools of ceremony must be
completed. The magic spell is read in a small room in Balla Lompoa museum with blurred light,
traditional music tools such as drum and flute, the music players, incense, Ka’do’ minnyya’ and
also offerings for the Lord. These are seen in the fifth stanza of the text:
“Lollong loe gaukang” means a set symbol of power.
“Angngolo pidalle’” means the people presented the dish as the offerings for the Lord
“Manganro rella lekka’” means the people were asking permission for conducting the
ceremony.
The piece of stanza above intends that before reading Pa’rewatang Baca-Baca, the people
provided the offerings as the requirements of ceremony to be sacred. The offerings itself,
according to the informant, were taken from the nature. Some of them were taken from the sea
for instance Fish, Shrimp, and crab. The people took it because they believe that the Lord is
staying in the water as well. It is proven in the second stanza in line two. It was described as:
“Oh ri To’dang uri’ liu’”
The meaning of the line above is calling the lord who is staying in the water. By calling
Him, it is one of the evidence that the people believe there is a Lord who is staying in the water.
Besides providing the offerings from the sea, the people also provided the offerings from the
land, for instance, chicken, salted egg, areca nut, and candle. The people believed that the Lords
are also staying on the sky and also on the land. It is proven in the following lines:
“Oh Denra ri botting langi’”
“Palili’ alang”
Those two lines above mean that the Lords are staying in “Langi’” (sky) and “alang”
(land).
b. Message application
In two last paragraphs, there were lines that told the reader about the society or citizen’s
wishes. It shows us that the society always pray to the God continuously.
“Ta tappu’ ri panganromang” which means that the society applied the message of the
text”
Then, “Salewangang masunggua” is about the contents of societies pray that hope of
peaceful, health and prosperous life.
By interpreting the text above with four theories of Gadamer, the researcher found that in
historical affected consciousness, the people were really religious, they believe that the Lord are
staying in the land, sky, and also water. Then this Pa’rewatang Baca-Baca is conducted for two
proposes, they are for asking permission and asking for blessing. Then in the theory of fusion of
horizon the interpreter found that the author was a holy man which created the magic spell that
full of holy and old Makassarese language. The last is theory of application. In theory of
application the researcher found that there are two applications, they are ceremonial application
and the message application.
B. Discussion
In this part, the researcher explained more detail about the truth meaning of Pa’rewatang
Baca-Baca based on the theory that have been applied. In analyzing the data, the researcher used
hermeneutic theory of Hans Geoge Gadamer that says “Hermeneutic is how the human
understands the text because “understand” is fundamental attitude which signify the existence of
human. Furthermore, in interpreting and understanding a text, Gadamer offers four theories.
These four theories must be applied in interpreting a text. When the interpreter ignored one of
the theories, the research will be a poor research. The four theories are historical affected
consciousness, pre-understanding, hermeneutic circle, and the last is application.
This Pa’rewatang Baca-Baca containing the magic spell that is read by the sandro for
inviting the spirit to join the ceremony of Accera’ Kalompoang.
a. Pre-Understanding
In this theory, the interpreter or researcher is asked for making a prejudice about the text.
So that the prejudice is this text containing the commends, praying, invitation of Lord, and
thankful feeling of the Lord. As it is seen in the extract one
“oh mpa batara tunggala”
“Batara kaminang sukku’”
“Ero’ kuasa
“pabbati’ na nia’ manurung.”
The stanza above is the first extract of Pa’rewatang Baca-Baca. It is containing of commending
the God. All the words “Batara” are for pointing the God. For example the words “Batara
Tunggala” means God, you are the only one we respect in. “Batara Kaminang sukku’” means
all the goodness are yours. “Ero’ kuasa and Pa’bati’ na nia’ manurung” is you have power to
create anything you want.
After thinking of the commend, next the researcher thought this pa’rewatang Baca-Baca is
containing of prayers. As it is seen in the seventh extract
“Songka ri Salibanraya”
“Tamabassung ta ni calla”
“Moli’ barakka’”
“Siammang ri tuma’buttayya”
The seven extract above contains of praying which represent all the prayers in this Baca-
Baca. The truth meaning of this stanza is push all the badness, bless all the citizen in the country.
In the eight extract, the meaning is also about praying.
“tinulu anynyomba kusiang”
“tappu’ ri panganrommang”
“satunggu minasa”
“salewangang masunggua”
The researcher said it is a pray because there are words “satunggu minasa” and “salewangang
masunggua” which means “we do hope your peaceful and health”.
After commending and praying, this Pa’rewatang Baca-Baca discussed the invitation for the
Lord. In the third extract it is mentioned
“kurru sumanga’ Tiniyo”
“tallemi denra allino”
“lete taluttu’ tarawe”
“malige lamming”
“ki rio-rio i welloi”
The prejudice of this extract is “oh Lord, please coming down to the earth. We had provided
the best place for you”. It means the author mentioned this words for inviting the lord.
After commending, praying, and inviting, the next prejudice of researcher is this Baca-Baca
contains of thankful feeling. It is mentioned in the last extract
“oh denra makale tutu”
“lalang singara kabuyu”
“nikabassungang”
“oh…. Mpa betari-betari”
The meaning of the last extract above is “oh Lord, the sacred one, thank you, thank you”.
b. Historical Affected Consciousness
Historical affected consciousness is one of the theories that offered by Gadamer which
demands the interpreter avoids the subjectivity. Also the pre understanding is the second theory
by Gadamer. So that, in this section the interpreter must only focus on the history of the text
itself. After doing the research, the researcher found several findings in historical side of
Pa’rewatang Baca-Baca based on the questions lists. The discussions are below:
After doing the research and analyzing the data, the researcher found that there were
some historical factors that affected Pa’rewatang Baca-Baca appeared in that time. In the past,
the society of Gowa and Makassar were really religious people and had a strong believe to
magical aspect. In the first extract it was clearly described by the author that
“Atta Batara Tunggala’”
“Batara kaminang sukku’”
“Ero’ kuasa”
“Pabbati’ na nia’ manurung”
The historical side of the people in the past has been described by the author towards the
stanza above which admitted the greatness of the God. These are to keep the harmonic of their
life and to respect their ancestor. They believed that all the blessings they got didn’t only come
from the God but also it came from their ancestor.
By this perspective, the society looked for a way to apply their respectable to the
ancestor. Then they found a way by always conducting the ceremony continuously in every
aspect of their life. For instance, before going to the rice Field, before conducting wedding party,
or going to the sea, they had to conduct a ceremony. Every ceremony has special magic spell or
Baca-Baca as a medium to speak with the God or to ask blessing. Special for Accera’
Kalompoang ceremony, this ceremony also has a magic spell that is Pa’rewatang Baca-Baca.
In another meaning of this historical side has been described in the second stanza, that is
“Oh denra ri botting langi’”
“Oh ri to’dang uri’ liu’”
“Palili’ alang”
“Majannang ri kajannanganna”
The truth meaning of the stanza above from the historical side is, according to the
informant, the society in that time believed that the people believed some Lords. They believed
that some of them are staying on the heaven, some of them are in the land, and some of them are
in the water.
“Manganro rella lekka’”
“Songka ri salibanraya”
“Tamabassung ta nicalla”
“Moli’ barakka’”
“siammang ri tuma’buttayya”
According to the informant, this Pa’rewatang baca-baca was on purpose to be created for
the ceremony with two purposes. The first was to ask permission for conducting ceremony in the
following day and the second was to ask blessing for driving the administration of Gowa for a
year. As it was described by some rhymes in the stanza of Pa’rewatang Baca-Baca above. The
truth meaning is please allowing us to conduct the ceremony tomorrow. We wish you to estrange
the hindrance wall from all the badness, curse, and disgrace. We hope your blessing for all the
citizen in this city.
Pa’rewatang Baca-Baca came from Gowa which was written in Makassar language. The
society believed that it was created by a holy person that has special power to contact the spirits
or Lord. Pa’rewatang Baca-Baca contains magic spell is read every year by the sandro to invite
the spirits or lord.
Everything that the human did had its own purposes include conducting a ceremony. The
society of Gowa in that time conducted a ceremony because they had certain purposes. They read
the Pa’rewatang Baca-Baca with two purposes. The first is to get blessing from the lofty lord in
order the ceremony would be running well in the following day, and also to ask their blessing for
driving the administration of Gowa in a year.
The researcher found that there was correlation between the contents of Pa’rewatang
Baca-Baca and its history. All the contents of Pa’rewatang Baca-Baca are magic and holy words
because in the past time, the society of Gowa had a strong belief in magic and every parts of their
life are close with the magic. This is the evidence that they really respect their ancestors.
In taking the data, the researcher only really focused on the historical side of the text
without seeing her position. As the theory of Gadamer (1995:123) said before that “when the
interpreter begins to interpret a text the interpreter should be aware that he is at the certain
position where he can be very coloring his understanding toward which is being interpreted.
By seeing the discussion above, there are three truth meaning that have been found in this
theory.  They are, “oh the almighty God, who are staying on the heaven and on the water, we
will conduct a ceremony, so we are asking for your blessing to allow us.
c. Fusion of Horizon or Hermeneutic Circle
In this part, the researcher gives the detail information about the author of Pa’rewatang
Baca-Baca, text of Pa’rewatang Baca-Baca, and their correlation each other.
1. Author
After doing the research by interviewing the informant about the author, the researcher
found that the author of Pa’rewatang Baca-Baca was a holy man from Gowa that was called
Sandro or Binati.
Thus, the theory and findings are matching each other because Gadamer offered in his
theory that the interpreter has to understand the author of the text itself as the interpreter has
done to this thesis (Gadamer, 1990:310)
2. Text
After discussing the author above, the next step is discussing the text of Pa’rewatang
Baca-Baca itself. First, the researcher explains the meaning of the text trough hermeneutic of
Hans George Gadamer which says that hermeneutic is understand every aspect of the text, not
only the history but also the whole meaning, the author, and also the application. In this part, the
researcher will give more detail information about the meaning of the text.
The first extract was an expression that they believe in God as the creator of this world
and also the lofty lord. It is seen in the magic spell in the first extract
“Batara Tunggala”
“Ero’ kuasa”
The words above point the God is only one who is the only powerful one that created the
lofty lord. So that the truth meaning of this first stanza is “oh the only one, oh the perfect one,
who creates everything”. The society has strong belief that they had only one God as the creator
of this world and who created the lofty lord as well.
In the second extract, the author commends the lord.
”Denra ri botting langi”
“Ri to’dang uri’-liu”
“Palili’ alang”
The truth meaning of this second stanza is the lords who reside on the heaven and, the
lord who resides in the water. The lofty lord who roves the world that stays in his throne. The
truth meaning of the second stanza is “oh lord who are staying on two places, who hold the
power of world, stay on your beautiful places.” The purpose of this datum is to give the best
praises to the lofty lord as in the general pray in order He can bless the ceremony.
In the third stanza, Firstly in this part the sandro called the Lord to come by saying
“Kurru sumanga’ tiniyo”,
“Tallemi denra allino”
“Lete tarutu Tarawe”
“Ki rio-rio I welloi”
Oh the owner of spirit vigor, come down to the earth, walk on the rainbow overlays.
These words state that the sandro wants to the Lord come to the place with the very good way.
Kneeling on the throne. The truth meaning of this stanza is “oh lord please come to the earth
because we have provided you such a beautiful place.” This sentence means that the people have
provided the best place for the lofty Lord when He is coming. The whole meaning of this datum
is sandro asks the Lord to come to the place in that night
In the fourth extract or stanza,
“Pitoto royong karaeng”
“Kabattuang mulajaji”
“Jemma’ na somba”
“Anrong Palakka Kalepu”
Means the people are feeling happy when the lord is coming. Then it is continued means
when the lord was created, is their respectful greeting to the Lord. that everything in the country
is under controlled by the Lord. The truth meaning for this stanza is “oh the one who being
lordship, who hold the power”. This part of magic words expresses the praise for the lofty Lord.
In every sacred ceremony, the Lord is really expected to come and give blessing to the
ceremony.
The next explanation is about the fifth extract above.
“Nya’ring tokkong kalompoang”
“Lollong Loe Gaukang”
“Ngolo pidalle’”
The sentences above mean the lord is respected by saying kalompoang. In Gowa
“kalompoang” is “the big one” which being really respected by everyone. The next sentence is
about everyone in the country believed that the Lord has the great power. This means every
ceremony has its own offerings as the sacred symbol of that ceremony. Including this ceremony,
Accera’ Kalompoang. In reading the magic spell, it must be in the sacred situation. It is signed
with the offerings in front of the Sandro.next is “Mangnganro Rella Lekka’” (please allow the
ceremony). So that the truth meaning is “we had prepared the offerings and all the tools in the
ceremony and we ask u for permission. it is believed that in this part, the Lord have come
already, so that the Sandro asking permission in order the Lord will allow the ceremony.
In this part, the text above talks about the Sandro says the heirloom in Balla Lompoa will
be washed with the holy water by saying “Langiri’ cuci cinonnong” (cleaned with the holy
water). “Tittili’ bau Rewata” (spreading the fragrances of the God). “Kapatianna” (The value of
His highness) means that the people hope the fragrance of the God and His glory. “Tuli jannang
bisana” (His sacred everlasting) means the supranatural power of God will be enduring and
forever. The truth meaning of the datum above is “the heirlooms will get cleaned by the holy
water to spread their sacred value and blessing.
The next extract is the seventh stanza
“Songka ri salibanraya”
“Tamabssung ta nicalla”
“Moli’ Barakka”
“Siammang ri tuma’ buttayya”
The truth Meaning of the stanza above is “estranges all the badness, give us your blessing
for the all citizen of the country.”
In the eight extract.
“Tinulu annyomba kusiang”
“Doa tappu’ri panganrommang”
“Satunggu minasa”
“salewangang masunggua”
The stanza above contains of praying for the Lord. May he always give the people
safety, healthy, and prosperous life. The sentence is (always worshiping and dedicated). They
praying to the lord day and night. So that the truth meaning is “we always pray everytime, we
always hope the peaceful, health,prosperous life,and all the goodness.
In the last stanza it is mentioned
“Makale tutu”
“Lalang singara’ kabuyu”
It was mentioned that the Lord was wise. He shines as the light shines. It was expressed
by the word and which in Makassar language those words and expression cannot be used for the
human. By these expressions, the truth meaning is “oh lord, thank you very much”. The people
believed that the Lord will always give the kindness for their life.
After interpreting the magic spell for every datum above, the interpreter found the whole
meaning of this magic spell. This magic spell more talks about commending, giving and sending
praises to the God and also to the lofty Lord. Then, the people invite the Lord to come for
allowing and joining the ceremony that the society would conduct in order to get blessing or their
ceremony in the following day and for the administration of Gowa in that year.
About the language style in this magic spell, the language that used is the holy old
Makassarese language. The condition of the society in that time was really religious and close to
the magic, so that the text was also written with the holy language which cannot be used or the
human.
d. Application
After discussing the two previous results of two theories, they were pre understand,
historical affected consciousness and Hermeneutic circle or Fusion of Horizon, in this section the
researcher explained more detail about the finding in the last theory that is application. As in his
theory, Gadamer argues that the message should be applied at the time of interpretation. It is not
the literary meaning of the text, but meaningful sense or a message that is meaningful than just a
literal sense (Gadamer, 2004:394).
In interpreting Pa’rewatang Baca-Baca based on the application theory, the researcher
divided the application into two; the application of the message of Pa’rewatang Baca-Baca and
the application in ceremony of Pa’rewatang Baca-Baca. In the fifth extract it is seen
“Lollong loe gaukang”
“Angngolo pidalle”
“Manganro rella lekka”
The truth meaning of the application above is “we had prepared and provided the
offerings as the requirements of the ceremony to be sacred. According to the informant, the
offerings were taken from the nature. Some of them were taken from the sea, for instance, fish,
shrimp, and crab. The people used them because they believed that the Lord is staying in the
water as well.
According to the data that the researcher got, in their life, the message of Pa’rewatang
Baca-Baca is applied by the society. They always hold this belief. They believed that by
conducting the ceremony and reading the magic spell, they will get blessing because it contains
of praying.This belief is applied every year by the society to respect their ancestor and the Lord.
It is seen in the eight stanzas
“Tatappu’ ri panganrommang”
“Salewangang mansunggua”
The truth meaning of the application above is “we always pray day and night
continuously. They are hoping the peaceful, health, and also prosperous life to the all people in
the city.
The reading of Pa’rewatang Baca-Baca is called sacred when the tools of ceremony are
completed. This magic spell is read in a small room in Balla Lompoa museum with blurred light,
traditional music tools such as drum and flute, some people who will play the music, incense,
ka’do’ minnyya’, and also offerings for the Lord. The offerings itself are taken from the nature.
Some of them are from the sea, such as fish, shrimp, and crab. They took them because they
believe that the lords are also living in the sea.  In addition, the committee also took the offerings
from the land such as chicken, salted egg, areca nut, and candle. These offerings from the land
symbolize the life in the land.
CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION
A. Conclusion
Based on the research result, the researcher did interview. The researcher concluded the
truth meaning of pa’rewatang Baca-Baca based on four theories of Gadamer. So that the truth
meaning is God, You are the only one. All the goodness are yours. You have power to create
anything you want. Push all the badness; bless the entire citizen in the country. We do hope your
peaceful and health. We believe that you are residing in the water, on the earth, and on the
heaven. We hope your blessing, so please allow us to conduct this ceremony. Oh Lord, please
come down to the earth because we had provided you such a beautiful place. We will be very
jubilant to welcome you because we believe that you have a power to protect this country.
Estrange all the badness. We conduct this ceremony as the application of our respect to you. We
apply it by providing you these offerings as the requirements of ceremony to be sacred. The next
is application of the message. We always pray in day and night continuously.
B. Suggestion
Based on the analysis, discussion and conclusion above, the researcher presented the
suggestion as follows:
1. This thesis can be as a reference to increase the knowledge of the society especially
Gowa society about their own culture, Accera’ Kalompoang ceremony.
2. For the next researcher who wants to analyze the same magic spell or Pa’rewatang
Baca-Baca by using hermeneutic or another theory, this research can be a comparison
to compare both researches.
3. For the next researcher to use another theory of Hermeneutic of interpretation for
instance the theory from Jacque Derrida, Wilhelm Dilthey, Friedrich Ernts Daniel
Schleiermacher, Edmund Husserl, and the other experts.
4. For the students especially Literature students to see this thesis as a reference when
interpreting a text.
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